THE SPIRIT OF IP
“spi | rit noun wit; soul; energy ” –
Those who work with us experience wit as the fountain of our ideas, beyond
established paths, soul as the shelter of our knowledge and the experience of a firm
with a more than 60 years’ tradition, energy as the mainspring to expedite the
matter of our clients.

The protection of intellectual property safeguards and promotes innovation and
entrepreneurial achievement. For more than 60 years rospatt osten pross has been active
exclusively in this specialized area of business law and is known for the high quality of its legal
advice and its litigation skills. We secure our clients’ entrepreneurial base by defending and
enforcing their protected rights and shielding them against the attacks of competitors.
In patent law the German courts – especially those in Düsseldorf and Mannheim –
traditionally lead the pack in Europe, hearing several hundred infringement cases a year.
Also in trademark law, design protection, copyright law and antitrust law their centralized
jurisdiction ensures optimum litigation handling and decisions of the highest quality.
The clientele of rospatt osten pross is international. Our clients value our independence and
our detailed knowledge of current legal developments both within Germany and abroad. They
know that our daily business is dealing with scientific and technical matters, pursuing legally
complex trademark strategies, and steeping ourselves in the unique aspects of a design.

Rankings
“This estimable boutique is a big noise in the patent litigation arena and has long played a
leading role on many of the market’s ground-breaking suits. The crack trial unit takes a resolutely
commercial approach, which resonates among progressive technology companies the world over.
With bases in Dusseldorf and Mannheim – two of Europe’s top patent litigation hotspots – it has
its finger on the pulse of developments in this area of practice.”
IAM Patent 1000 – 2013
“Sources confirm this firm’s market-leading patent litigation practice, highlighting the team’s
technical skill and client-oriented approach.”
Chambers Europe – 2013
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“long established IP boutique […] with clients, which are ‘extremely pleased’ with the consistently
high-quality legal advice and professionalism found at the firm.”
IAM magazine – 2011
“A Crème de la Crème among IP-firms”
Chambers Global – 2004 /2005
“renowned IP boutique from Düsseldorf […] Their second generation has taken over now
so they are all young and very good people.”
MIP Handbook – 2010
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